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Degrees of Success: Evaluating the
Environmental Impacts of Long Term
Settlement in South Iceland
Kerry-Anne Msirs'. Mike J. Church]. Andrew J. Dugmore1 and Gu()run Sveinbjsrnard6ttir1

INTROOUCTION

varying degrees and levels of impacts associated
with continuous human occupation are the next key

It is widely argued that early Norse settlement had
Icelandic environment ll>6rarinsson 1961; Einarsson
1963; Hallsd6ttir 1987), but these changes have

level of investigation. A model by Vesteinsson et al.
(2002) has highlighted a hierarchy of principle settlement types in Iceland. dividing occupation patterns between what they termed large complex set-

rarely been considered in relation to more detailed

tlements.large simple settlements and planned set-

patterns of human settlement Although at one level
it is valuable to consider only the settlement and
abandonment of farms with relation to environ·
mental impact and change (Sveinbjarnard6ttir 1982.

tlements. The aim of this paper is to recognise and
assess some of these differences in settlement
strategy and assess how they are manifested in the
environmental record and economic and social

1983. 19921. evaluation of the complex record of

landscape.

a considerable impact on the previously 'pristine'
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The location of occupied and Bb~ndoned farms within the Dalur and Mark landholdings. south Iceland.
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THE STUDY AREA

The western part of the district of EYJB'fjaliahreppur.
south Iceland, IS defined by the Markartljol RIver to

their similar contemporary outward appearance
and overall success conceals different landscape
histories.

the west and north and the EYlsfjoll Mountains to

the east lFig. 11_ It is 8 study areB that is large

ApPROACH AND METHODS

enough to have supported up to 38 settlement sites,
and so may be conSidered to form a landscape·
scale study area. A chronology of farm occupation
and abandonment and panerns of landownership

The initial stage of the research involved 8 collec·
tlon of the existing farm survey data and landholding boundartes (Svemb,Brnard6ttir 1992: Svein-

donlr et aJ.llhis volumel.
In addition, high resolution temporal control
based on tephrochronology allows the environ-

bjarnard6ttir et .1. this volume). which provided the
framework for our environmental studies. In addition to the land boundary datB bemg used to define
the location of the sediment stratigraphies. it was
also applied to a location map that allowed a visual

mental record to be analysed at a relevant resolu·
tlon of years 10 decades (r>6rarinsson 1944. 1961,

representation of settlement abandonment, farm
status and resource rights. The maps enabled the

1980; Larsan 1981, 1982, 1984; Dugmore 1987, 1989;
Larsen et al. 1999),
Within the study area, three principal farm groupmgs 8t Oslur, Mark and Sellaland date from the
earlv settlement period according to high medieval
sources, With many other settlements either estab·
IIshed as dependent settlements or on land denved
from these farms (Svembjarnard6mr ee a/. this
volumel With the ebb and flow of senlement many
dependent farms have come and gone; for example.
SIX dependent farms related to SellBland were
established and abandoned between the 1&" and
1'P" centunes. The farm site and church at Oalur
have. however. endured, as have most of the farms
that possessed chapels. Seljaland. Sy()stamork,
MKJmork. and St6ramork have become sites of
long-term occupation, only NeOridalur has been
abandoned. and even then, not until the 2ac" century.
In order to evaluate the environmental nuances
of long-term settlement we focus on the farm
groupings of Mark. Incorporating the farms With
chapels, St.ramark, Ml<lmark and Sydstsmark, and
the group of up to 15 farms related In some wav to
the eccleSiastical centre and pnnciple farm 5t60dalur Today, the Isndscapas of Dalur and Mark
have a similar outward appearance. Both senlement clusters have extensive and historically-productive home fields compared to the other farms In
the studV area and have access to additional
resources out with the farm including rangeland
grazing, woodlsnd and driftwood rights (Svsinbjarnard6tur er .1_ thiS volume). We wish to assess if

cleaf identification of similarities and differences
berween the farm groupings and companson
between the stratigraphic data and evidence cited

has been established for much of the hreppur(distrlet) by Sveinbjamard6nir (1992) and Sveinbjarnar-

in literary and archaeological sourceS4
In different land holdings stralJgraphlc profiles
were investigated in comparable suites of geomorphological serongs, Including areas of extensive
and limned vegetation cover. different SOil depths.
altitudinal ranges, and settmgs on slopes. In order
to encompass the wide variety of environments
present across the landscape the profiles were
localed where soil was present. at increasing elevations and distance from the farm sItes across a
range of landforms, including riverbanks and gul-

hes, the vslley floor, low altitude slopss and high
altitude plateaux. Fifty soil and peat profiles containing a lotal of 447 tephra lavers Wefe recorded
and analvsed. Dat8 were then combined In different
wavs to represent changes across the landholding..
Sediment accumula'tion fates and patterns were
cllculated from the strillgraphic profiles by mea·
surement between tephrls of known age
lI>6rs"nsson 1961; Dugmors and Buckland 19911,
From the sediment accumulanon ratl data fumef
cllculsbons of the mean sediment accumulation
rete, median accumulation rite .nd the standard
deViation from the mean sodunent accumulation
rate wor. made. This provides information concerning changes in ground cover and changes in
tha sadiment supply, which are indicativa of tha
stability or instability of ths landscaps (Dugmors
and Erskina 19921, Ths taphras thamselves conWtute another independent line of evidence with
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Fig. 2. Soil sections from Oalur and Miirk that illustrate the comparison of sediment accumulation rates
between the two senlements from 871 to 1341 AD.

layer characteristics such as thickening, existence
of multiple layers or layer absence as a result of

non-deposition or erosion being indicative of environmental change (Dugmara et al. 2000).

the slopes above the farm (a process that occurred
earlier elsewhere in the study area). Despite the
early disturbance recognised in the environmental
record, in comparison with profiles from other landholdings in the valley (Dugmore and Buckland 1991;

As shown in Fig. 2, sediment accumulation rates

Dugmore and Erskine 1992; Mairs 2003), sediment
accumulation rates have been comparatively low
and there has been linle re-working of sediment
indicative of the relative stability and resilience of
the Dalur landholding throughout the historic

(SARs) are low in the pre-landnam period (before

period.

LANDSCAPE HISTORIES

Oalur

the deposition of the Landnam tephra and the
Norse colonisation of the late ninth century), con-

with profiles across the valley and wider
regional data le.g. Dugmore and Buckland 1991;

sistent

Dugmara and Erskine 1992). The first significant
increase in the sediment accumulation rate within
Oalur is identified between 871 and 920 AD. After

this significant early peak, accumulation rates
decrease and remain comparatively stable for
nearly 600 years. The SAR only begins to increase
again significantly after 1500 AD, probably as a
result of the breaching of the vegetation cover on

Mark
As with Dalur, sediment accumulation rates are low
in pre-landnam times and the first significant
increase occurs after the deposition of the landO1jm tephra (c. 870 AD), consistent with the tradi·
tional date of arrival of people in Iceland (see Fig.
2J. Less than fifty years aher the first indication of
settlement in the sediment profiles, the environmental records of Dalur and Mark begin to diverge,
indicating that the two landholdings began to dis-
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play diverging catchment histories. Whereas sedi·
ment accumulation rates in Dalur decrease after
920 AD, at this time in Mark substantial sediment
flux variations begin and continue to develop
through the late 101t1 to late 14th centuries, the SAR
increasing to nearly four times the c. 870~920 AD
average. from 0.53 mm!yr before 870 AD to 1.96
mm!year after 920 AD. Between 920 and 1341 AD,
the SAR average and assumed erosion around
Mark is greater than at any other settlement in the
area, even in inland I>orsmark where settlements
were completely abandoned by the 131t1 century
(Dugmore et al. this volume). Despite such consid·
erable early landscape instability around Mark, the
settlement was not abandoned and the sediment
flux eventually decreased, signalling a period
of landscape re·stabilisation between 1341 and
1755 AD. While sediment accumulation rates
from Dalur increased after 1510, they gradually
declined at Mark to reach their lowest level since
settlement, before increasing again in the mid~eigh
tee nth century, coincident with the timing of a
glacial maximum in this area (Kirkbride and Dugmore 2001).

DISCUSSION

The oldest settlement in the study area is likely to
have been located in the homeland of Dalur (Svein·
bjarnard6ttir et al. this volume), which after the
conversion of Christianity at around AD 1000
became an ecclesiastical centre of the area.
Despite being a very heavily settled landholding (in
terms of the number of dependent/derived farmsl
and having a long occupation history, average sediment accumulation rates throughout the postlandnam period have remained consistently low
compared with that of other settlements, and the
continued impact of settlement has not led to signi·
ficant local landscape degradation (Mairs 2003l.
At the outset of this research, it was hypothesised
that such intensive settlement and exploitation
would cause considerable degradation. Instead, it
is proposed that a large complex settlement such
as Dalur was successful through the exploitation of
a range of resources over a wide geographical
area, 'thinning out' or 'buffering' the environmental
impacts across a larger area and thus minimising
local degradation that would aHect the principle
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farm. In this respect the establishment and abandonment of subsidiary settlements can be seen as a
mark of a flexible and effective management
strategy. Although the environment around Dalur
was probably more ecologically resilient than elsewhere in the area, this environmental argument
alone does not explain such low rates of degrada~
tion. Mark, for example, is adjacent to Dalur in a
comparative topographic catchment. yet rates of
degradation are higher.
Despite appearing similar in outward appearance
to Dalur today, place-name evidence, palaeoenvironmental data from the soil, environmental reconstructions and peat profiles closely dated with
tephrochronology indicate that the pre-settlement
environs of Mark were dominated by woodland.
Key macrofossil evidence of birch wood pieces
(Betul8 pubescens U, with some trunk sections as
large as 240 mm in diameter were found in peat in
exposed ditch sections within the current hayfields
of Mork (Fig. 3). With a number of tephras covering
this critical early period including the 871 Landnam
layer, the 920 from the eruption of Katla and the 935
from Eldja, the timing of impacts on the early vegetation and landscape can be evaluated precisely.
The change in stratigraphy from a black to brown
peat at a point mid-way between the Landnam
tephra of 871 AD and the Katla tephra of 920 AD (i.e.
c. 895 AD) is coincident with the complete disap·
pearance of birch macrofossils from the section.
The change is not due to differential preservation in
an aggrading section because although humifica·
tion in the upper peat is low and organic preservation is good, large (100 m-scalel exposures within
ditches contain no tree remains. This evidence suggests that in the vicinity of the Mark farms, relatively dense birch woodland was rapidly cleared
from the area within less than fifty years of the first
settlement, in agreement with palynological
research undertaken elsewhere (Haraldsson 1981;
Hallsdottir 1987). Also, a radiocarbon date of late 91ll
to 10~ century colAO date (1150 ± 40: GU-l16641
was produced from a sample of birch charcoal
taken from the bottom of a probable charcoal pro·
duction pit discovered by GuOj6n Olafsson and
sampled in the mid 1990's, within the upper areas of
the infield of his farm in SyOstamork. This demonstrates the antiquity of charcoal production for metalworking in the area, one of the key uses of birch
wood throughout the history of Icelend, and high-

Fig. 3. Leh: Mark ditch section illustrating the posicion
of the V8n K920 and £934 tephra layers. The lower
trowel marks a change in stratigraphy from a black to
brown ~eat. Right: Birch wood lfunk section preserved m peat in the Miirk ditch section.

lights the role the practise had for human Impact on
the environment
The removel of woodland from Mark. and the
surrounding slopes in the early lOU' century libera·
ted a considerable volume of sediment that had
previously been stabilised by the surf'ace vegeta·
tion. This process is highly visible in the environ·
mental record as sediment accumulation rates in·
crease dramatically after 920 AD implicating in·
creasing sediment flux, erosion and re-working.
The tephra layers are themselves informative as
indicators of change. The Veidivotn 871 landnam
tephra is fairly uniform in thickness in the profiles
from the M6rk landholdings, despite deposition on
Quite different slope angles, yat the Katla 920

tephra exhibits considerable variability in thickness

across a transect of profiles through the landhold.
ing (Fig. 4). We conclude that the widespread
clearance of trees and disturbance of surface ve·
getation fthat had stabilised the deposition V871
tephra). allowed the K920 tephra to be moved
down slope and be re·warked by the wind and wa·
ter. This created a distinct variation in the thickness of the K920 tephra: on the slopes above Mark
the tephra layer is generally up to 2 em thick, at the
base of the slope in the Mork infields, re-worked
K920 deposits exceeds thicknesses of 50 cm. This
contrasts with a considerably lower variability in
the thickness of the K920 tephra from profiles with·
in the neighbouring Oalur. From this we can can·
elude thaI the degree of surface vegetation
change in the two areas was notably different by
the early 10~ century.
From assessment of the Geodetic Survey topographic maps which document the extent of marsh
and wet meadow before 20th century land~improve
ment prolects in the area, and assuming that birch
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Fig. 4. Variabi!iry

In

the thickness of K920 tephra caused by re·working after the removal of woodland.

trees can grow up to an altitude of about 250·300 m
(Kristinsson 1998) it is possible to model the pas·
sible extent of woodland prior to deforestation. At
the time of senJement. Oalur was located close to
the low lying flood plain Markarflj6t and altitudes to
50 m were dominated by marsh. Above the infields
the slopes rise relatively steeply to a gently sloping
extensive upland above 400 m. As a result only a
small percentage of land is located above the
marshy lowland plains but below 300 m, and so it is
likely that only a correspondingly small area of land
that would have been wooded. The landholdings of
Mark on the other hand comprised lrttle low altitude
marsh land. The Mark farms are set back from the
river on rolling terminal moraines and behind them

the slopes of the margins of the Eyjafjallajiikull
massif are comparatively shallow. with a significant
percentage of well·drained land lying beneath the
300 m contour and accordingly within the tree· line.
Although the Mark area was a good prospect for
settlement. Oslur would most likely have been a
favoured place for the earliest senlements because
the area was easily accessible with extensive
meadow and grassland available for immediate
haymaking and grazing which was the mainstay of
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traditional Norse farming. Accordingly the firs( set·
tiers to the area did not need to expend valuable
time and effort in woodland clearance to modify the
landscape for pastoral farming lct. Amorosi 8f a/.
1998). This reduced the scale of rapid ecological
change and probably ensured that vegetation cover
was not breached for some time. with soil erosion
kept at a minimum. Mork. with 8 pre·settlement

landscape that was dominated by woodland and
scrub. would have needed to be cleared before the
production of hay for animal fodder could begin and
accordingly the vegetation experienced a period of
rapid and massive change that could have caused
considerable local erosion.
The relatively low incidence of erosion around
Oalur illustrates that extensive settlement and sub·
sldiary farm establishment and abandonment is not
in itself critically detrimental to the environment.
and that the ebandonment of farms not necessarily
a reactjon to environmental degradation. land
degradation is 8 complex issue concerned with the
specific ways that people interact with the land·

scope and Influenced by the decisions made bV the
new setUers. The nature of settlement change at
Oslur implies that it wes principally releted to non-

environmental changes, and may more usefully be
related to socia-political factors such as a property
requirement for marriage which drove the proliferation of independent households.
Mark had to be managed differently because of
differences in the primary vegetation cover facing
the first settlers. Rapid vegetation clearance in the
early settlement period caused a dramatic surge of
soil erosion. However, unlike the further inland settlements of Jl6rsmfirk which were abandoned early
partly as a result of environmental degradation
(Dugmore et al. this volume). the Mfirk farms prob·
ably had considerable additional access to grazing
and woodland out with the principle landholdings.
Dating of charcoal pits in the wider area of Langanes and Gigjfikull illustrate that although woodland around Mark was cleared rapidly in the late 911l
century, woodland clearance out with the immediate farm was a slower. more progressive process
as indicated by the archaeological evidence of
charcoal production in Langanes up to but not after
the early 14\tl century (ougmore et al. this volume).
Even further inland in J>Orsmark, harvesting wood
for charcoal production continued into the 2CF century and the woodland still survives (Tomasson
1996; ougmore et al. this volume). This pattern of
landscape change highlights the importance of
extensive and complex resource networks for settlement survival and ultimate success in this part of
southern Iceland.

CONCLUSIONS

the currently similar looking settlements of oalur
and Mark. It is concluded that key differences exist
as a result of the environmental setting of a settlement, the extent of vegetation change and access
to resources.
• Pre-settlement environment - while the pre-settlement vegetation of the oalur environs was
dominated by wet·meadow and grassland. the
pre-settlement vegetation of the Mark environs
was dominated by woodland. These differences
may not only have influenced initial settlement
decisions. but also pre-determined the extent of
landscape change between neighbouring settlements.
• Degrees of impact/extent of change - when Mark
was first settled. the vegetation underwent a
major change as the area was cleared of woodland and this disruption exacerbated soil erosion.
The pre-existing, relatively open landscape of
Oalur did not need to be modified so drastically
for agriculture and so the human impact was
less.
• Patterns of occupation - the longevity of the
oalur and Mfirk farms can be related to a different, but effective pattern of occupation.
• Access to resources - although the vegetation of
Mark had changed. causing considerable erosion
and landscape degradation, this was managed
and the settlement survived. Alternative
resources and landholdings outside the immediate farm provided Mark with greater opportunities and a buffer against landscape degradation
that was not available to smaller, farms else-

The farm groupings of Oalur and Mark can be
described within the farm classification suggested
by Vesteinsson et al. (2002) as a large complex settlement and large simple settlement respectively.
Large complex settlements are suggested as occupying land that had rich meadows and access to a
wide range of resources including upland pasture.
lowland meadow, hunting access and a good fuel

where in the valley.
We conclude that the subject of farm abandonment..
particularly with reference to soil erosion, may
alternatively be approached through evaluation of
the complex and varying record of human impact at
those farms that have a long term history of settlement.

and water supply. Large simple settlements are
described as occupying land that may only have
been accessible after forests had been cleared and
had less meadow and variety of resources than
large complex settlements although still had reasonable access to alternative resources
(Vesteinsson et al. 2002). This classification can be
used to explore and evaluate differences between
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